Introducing Nameofthelord777
Ministry Short History and Focus
Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded Ministry. We started in 2013
January with two branches one in Mandaue Cebu and now others in Palawan Philippines. Because of
the Deceptions of the Last Days Revealed as he promised in these last Days like no Third Temple, Last
Trump , Babylon is Fallen Fallen, and the Flat Earth we have chosen to consolidate our emphasis into
two Ministries one reaching Philippines and the USA via Internet(God revealed the Flat earth in late
2016). Second we still have 144 active Ministry with thousands of others receiving sandals as a gift
emphasizing God’s love for them. of on two Islands from 3 years to 90 years of age. (Three Ministries in
Palawan are soon to be revived as the Latter Rain is coming.) We Seek to reach the Lost and edify the
Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE TEACHING RELEVANT TO THE LAST DAYS i.e. BIBLE
READING/TEACHING AND SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION. We also have Many You Tube’s and PowerPoint
studies of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian Living and of course the End Times or Last
Days. Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s Christians to the imminent danger in our perilous
End Times and the fact that all signs point to Tribulation and at its end the Rapture and Coming Kingdom
of God on Earth known as the Millennium. Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines
by our

Main Web Page at Thelasttrump777.wordpresss.com
and Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Genesis 1:6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
divide the waters from the waters. 7 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it
was so. The Globe is one of the greatest Deceptions ever tried by Satan. (What are you
believing and why Try a taste of the truth it will be bitter in your mouth than turn to honey in
your heart!!!)

SHEOL

Our Last Days, Jesus Return is Imminent, Flat Earth Family.
Left to Right: Joy, Achiah, Grace and Mark

Isaiah 19:19 In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a
pillar at the border thereof to the LORD. (Giza Pyramid)
20 And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they
shall cry unto the LORD because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one,
and he shall deliver them. (See our Future studies for connection to the Last Days 2011-2019) If
Mason’s leave alone you can find us as This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” in Feet,
Sacred Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?

“The World is Decaying from seemingly
Harmless Wizard of OZ Promoting Witches
to the latest Obamanation of Transgender
Bathrooms and an Altar to Baal was built in
London and almost in New York City.
Finally the USA Olympic Gymnasts have to
wear a Uniform honoring Baphomet!
Prepare for Holocaust type persecution ”

Your almost Late and your Future awaits are you
on the road to Destruction of Eternal Life???

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

Revealed from God August 11, 2017 .Vive LasVegas Key in Kingsman Movie confirms
our Sept. 30,2017. Las Vegas Shooting of a gunman MK Ultra controlled with 23
Guns(Death and punishment) and 33= ties to Masons and the size of the Sun. Wake up
America!!!

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see its
Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel. 77=
False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???(aligned with Mecca)
The Nazis were not killed and Defeated in
WW2 they moved to America to Head Nasa
and all other Organizations ie Mason’s.
Washington DC is on the 77th Longitude. In
Biblical Numerology 77=False Prophet. It is
Clear as the Bible Says Mystery Babylon will
be THE World Leader of Military and Sin.
(55 Million Abortions and the Leader in
exporting Pornography to the World. ie 7080%. ) If your pride has blinded you as Matt.
24:10-12 says it will you better get ready for
Chaos. Hillary has just killed 6 people in the
last 6 weeks and CNN has said nothing.
When they come for you if you smell like a
Christian you will cry and no one will come.
Your Only Hope is Trust in Jesus of the
BIBLE. God has raised up enemies to Bring
you down since you have not decided to
Pray and Repent. Ie ISIS created by
Obama(Antichrist Forerunner), Russia
(Magog), and Iran (Persian Empire). May

Caution!!!
Advanced Studies
follow the order or
risk getting prideful
and turning back to
the world for
wisdom>>>

1. OphirisPhilippines.com
Return of Jesus foretold clearly in the Giza Pyramid Our Premier site Honoring the King of Kings and his Return!!! Special
Bonus Links to The Latest Revelations of “The God Culture and the Location of Eden, Ophir, Havilah, and Sheba all in the
PHILIPPINES!!!

2. Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com
Last Days info with a bit of everything and Archived Studies

4. Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com
Author’s Design of God’s Flat Earth

6. Trumpputinerdoganobamaantichrist.com
Know Satan the Antichrist and his Deceptions

3. Godslastdayswisdome.com
Matt. Chap. 24 the Blue Print of the Last days in Jesus own words!

5. Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com
Basic Ministry and Biblical Foundational Studies

7. Future Effort
Not revealed to the Author at this time… stay informed and keep
looking up your redemption draweth nigh!!!

Nameofthelord777 Ministry
Promising to tell the Greatest Story
Ever of Jesus Return in these Last
Days, as long as I have Breathe!!!
OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

Details of the War of the
Roses

August 16, 2024 the
antichrist is thrown in
the Lake of Fire… He
started his time on
Aug. 24,2019 (ninth
of Av=Aug. 10,11)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the War of the Roses- Summary chart of timing..

1473 start of the War
of Roses

1543 End of the War
of Roses

The Lancasters (Christ’s side won however they would be usurped by
the Yorks and History Books changed)War of Roses. Connect the
dots the Yorks moved to New York Mason Lodges.

Another proof that History is not Arbitrary
is that fact that this is the exact life span
of Copernicus the Jesuit Priest that
invented and pushed the Globe
deception!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the War of the Roses
12 things you (probably) didn’t know about the Wars of the Roses
The Wars of the Roses were the civil wars fought in England and Wales between the Yorkist and Lancastrian
dynasties between 1455 and 1485. Though historians can’t agree on precisely when and where the conflicts
concluded, the general consensus is that the Wars of the Roses ended with the battle of Bosworth in 1485,
when Henry Tudor (the future Henry VII, the first Tudor king) defeated and killed Richard III
August 24, 2018 at 6:00 am
But, argues historian Matthew Lewis, the roots of these dynastic civil wars went deeper and the branches reached further
than this 30-year timeframe suggests. Here, writing for History Extra, Lewis shares 12 lesser-known facts about the Wars of
the Roses…
1
Jack Cade’s rebellion rocked the Lancastrians
In July 1450, a mysterious man known as Jack Cade led a huge force of common men from Kent into London to protest
against the ailing government of the Lancastrian king Henry VI. This episode is generally regarded as being outside the
bounds of the Wars of the Roses, but those edges are blurred and elastic.
When Jack Cade entered the capital he struck the London Stone, which can still be seen on Cannon Street, and, according to
Shakespeare, proclaimed: “Now is Mortimer lord of this city!” After this, Cade openly adopted the provocative name John
Mortimer. The Mortimer line was considered by many to be senior to the Lancastrian line, since the Mortimers were heirs
apparent to Richard II – so adding weight to the later Yorkist claim to the throne.
In 1460 Richard, Duke of York would trace his lineage from Edward III’s second surviving son, Lionel, Duke of Clarence, whose
only daughter had married Edmund Mortimer. The House of Lancaster was descended from John of Gaunt, Edward III’s third
son. The Mortimer Earls of March had been considered the lawful heirs of the childless Richard II before he was deposed,
and the Lancastrian kings eyed them with suspicion. Was Jack Cade a son of this deposed line seeking restitution?

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the War of the Roses
Many would later claim that Richard, Duke of York had arranged for Cade to use the name ‘Mortimer’ to measure the
response to it. Stow’s Chronicle, a Tudor source, claimed that the object of the uprising was to place York upon the
throne, and Baker’s later A Chronicle of the Kings of England called Cade “an instrument of the Duke of York”.
Cade – who was captured and fatally wounded following the failure of his rebellion – is a fascinating, elusive figure.
Was he a genuine claimant to the throne, a social campaigner, or a puppet?
2
Wiltshire took to his heels to protect his face
James Butler, 1st Earl of Wiltshire and 5th Earl of Ormond, was a good-looking man. So good-looking, in fact, that it
hampered his performance on the battlefield.
Loyal to the Lancastrian cause, Butler rose to prominence under Henry VI and fought for the king at the first battle of
St Albans on 22 May 1455. The Lancastrian forces lost to those led by the Duke of York, the Earl of Salisbury and the
infamous ‘kingmaker’, the Earl of Warwick. Several Lancastrian leaders were killed and Henry VI was injured and
captured, but Butler escaped.
Gregory, a resident of London who kept a detailed chronicle covering the early Wars of the Roses, quipped that Butler,
then in his early thirties, “fought mainly with his heels for he was frightened of losing his beauty”. Butler wrote to the
Duke of York from Petersfield to ask if he could return to the king’s side and, if not, to be allowed to retire to his
estates in Ireland.
Butler was on the losing side once more at the battle of Mortimer’s Cross (February 1461) and again at Towton (March
1461), after which he was captured and executed – his looks finally lost for the Lancastrian cause.
3
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Details of the War of the Roses
The friar’s cannon fooled Queen Margaret’s army
The first battle of St Albans was followed by a period of peace, but it wasn’t to last long. By the autumn of 1459, Yorkist forces were massing at
Ludlow in Shropshire, from where they planned to take the fight to King Henry VI’s Lancastrians again. Among those marching south to join them
was an army under the Yorkist Earl of Salisbury. Yet Salisbury wasn’t to reach his destination unimpeded. Henry VI’s wife, Queen Margaret, got
wind of the movements and sent a force twice the size of Salisbury’s to intercept him at Blore Heath in Staffordshire.
Henry VI, son of Henry V, king of England from 1422 to 1461 and again from 1470 to 1471, c1450. (Photo by Hulton Archive/Getty Images)
Against the odds, Salisbury won the day but his tired, battered column still needed to reach Ludlow. Thomas, Lord Stanley had a large force in the
field within a few miles of Blore Heath, and the Lancastrian army might still have regrouped and pursued their Yorkist foes. Salisbury’s answer,
according to Gregory, was to leave one of his cannons behind and pay an Augustinian friar to fire it “all that night in a park that was at the back
side of the field”.
In the dark the Lancastrian army and Stanley’s force were disorientated and kept looking for a battle that had ended hours earlier. The clever ploy
ensured that Salisbury reached Ludlow safely.
4
Lord Stanley had a lucky escape
When parliament met at Coventry in November 1459 to deliver punishment for those rebels involved in the recent Yorkist uprising, a small piece
of business was recorded among the rolls of the session that might have radically altered the course of the Wars of the Roses.
Following the battle of Blore Heath (September 1459) and the subsequent clash at Ludford Bridge at Ludlow (October 1459), Richard, Duke of
York and his allies had been forced to flee and were all attainted, stripped of lands and titles for their treason. At the end of the parliament rolls is
a call from the commons for Thomas, Lord Stanley to also be attainted for treason. According to the charge, Henry VI had summoned Stanley to
Nottingham, but “Lord Stanley, notwithstanding the said command, did not come to you; but William Stanley his brother, with many of the said
lord’s servants and tenants, a great number of people, went to the Earl of Salisbury, and they were with the same earl at the attack upon your
liege people at Blore Heath”.
Further accusations are levelled, but Henry deferred consideration of them. Given the Stanleys’ later prominence and their part in the battle of
Bosworth(1485) – playing a critical role in Henrv Tudor’s victory over the Yorkist Richard III – the landscape of the second half of the 15th century
might have been very different had Henry taken umbrage in 1459.
5
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Details of the War of the Roses
An Italian bishop helped the Yorkist cause

Bishop Francesco Coppini of Terni played a crucial but often overlooked role in the Yorkist seizure of power in 1461.
Pope Pius II had sent Coppini to England as a papal legate in 1459 to seek Henry VI’s assistance in a crusade against
the Turks. His secondary mission, given him by his patron Francesco Sforza, Duke of Milan, was to encourage Henry
to invade France.
Henry’s French queen sent the legate away with a flea in his ear and Coppini retreated to Burgundy nursing his bruised pride. On the
continent, he came into contact with the exiled Yorkists at Calais. The Earl of Warwick’s silver tongue flattered the bishop’s wounded ego,
promising that a Yorkist government would see his master’s aims met.
Pope Pius II, who sent Bishop Francesco Coppini of Terni to England as a papal legate in 1459, pictured in c1459. (Photo by Hulton
Archive/Getty Images)
Thus Coppini enthusiastically took up their cause, landing at Sandwich in 1460 when Warwick invaded. When they arrived in London, he
preached to the English bishops in York’s support and wrote to Henry VI advising that he grant the Yorkists an audience.
Coppini was present at the battle of Northampton (July 1460) when Henry VI was captured again, but when the tide turned against the
Yorkists in late 1460 he was forced to flee to the continent. After defeating an army fighting in the name of, though not led by, Henry VI at
the battle of Towton (March 1461) and replacing him as king, the Yorkist Edward IV sought Coppini’s return – only for Coppini to be
replaced as legate.
Although Coppini accompanied the new legate, the French and Lancastrians protested against his presence and he was sent back to Rome.
He had, however, played a vital role in the establishment of Yorkist government.
6
A double-crossing fighter was knighted for his pains
Andrew Trollope was knighted in the aftermath of the Lancastrian victory at the second battle of St Albans (February 1461). Trollope had
been the leader of the Calais garrison, the only standing army in the pay of the crown and therefore the closest thing to a professional
force in the kingdom. The Earl of Warwick had brought Trollope and his men to Ludlow to bolster the Yorkist force there, but it was
Trollope’s midnight flit to the king that destroyed the Yorkists’ hopes at Ludford Bridge (October 1459).
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Details of the War of the Roses
Chronicles record Trollope visiting the Duke of York at Wakefield and tricking him into believing that he was returning to the fold.
York’s subsequent foray out of Sandal Castle cost him his life and increased Trollope’s standing at the Lancastrian court.
At the second battle of St Albans, Trollope was prominent once more in the Lancastrian assault on the Yorkists within the town.
The newly freed Henry VI had his son, Prince Edward, knight Trollope on the field, even though, Gregory reports, Trollope had
trodden on a caltrop (a weapon made of two or more sharp nails or spines, placed in the ground to slow the advance of horses
and human troops) during the battle and been unable to move, protesting “I have not deserved it for I slew but 15 men, for I
stood still in one place and they came unto me”.
Trollope’s star was soaring, but it would fall at the apocalyptic battle of Towton (March 1461), where he was killed leading the
Lancastrian attack.
7
The siege of Bamburgh cost Sir Ralph Grey his head
By 1464, Edward IV had been king for three years and was establishing himself, but he had not quite eradicated Lancastrian
resistance. The battles of Hedgeley Moor (April 1464) and Hexham (May 1464) had seen Lancastrian rebels from over the
Scottish border attack Neville envoys from Edward IV heading north. During the incursion, the Lancastrians seized Alnwick,
Dunstanburgh and Bamburgh Castles. Two were swiftly surrendered after Lancastrian defeats, but Sir Ralph Grey remained at
Bamburgh Castle.
After refusing to leave, Grey was issued with a grisly threat: King Edward did not want to have to damage a vital castle near to
the Scottish border, and so promised Grey that the first cannon ball fired at the walls would cost his head. Each subsequent shot
that damaged a wall would cost another head, working down the line of command until every man was executed.
Bamburgh Castle in Bamburgh, Northumberland, c1965. (Photo by Lambert/Archive Photos/Getty Images)
Two guns named Newcastle and London pounded the walls. A smaller cannon named Dijon found its range and consistently fired
shot directly through Grey’s apartment window. The siege was brief, and in spite of the threat the men within were spared. Sir
Ralph, though, was stripped of the honour of being a Knight of the Bath and sentenced to be beheaded.
8
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Details of the War of the Roses
A Latin scholar became butcher of England
John Tiptoft, Earl of Worcester was constable of England, responsible for the administration of the king’s justice. Tiptoft was a widely respected
academic, a talented lawyer and a Latin scholar. His early career had been brimming with promise, and his star had continued to rise under the new
Yorkist regime.
In 1470, while Edward IV was threatened by his brother George, Duke of Clarence and his cousin the mighty Earl of Warwick, a clutch of Warwick’s
men were captured on the south coast trying to escape. Tiptoft oversaw the trials of 20 of what Warkworth’s Chronicle described as “gentlemen and
yeomen”, probably representing the highest-status prisoners taken. After what was little more than a show trial, all 20 were sentenced to be hanged,
drawn and quartered.
To drive home the fate of those opposing Edward, all 20 bodies were subjected to further humiliation: Tiptoft ordered each of the dismembered
corpses to be hung upside down. Twenty wooden stakes, sharpened at both ends, were then driven through the buttocks of the 20 corpses and the
heads stuck on the end protruding from the bodies. Tiptoft was reviled, named the butcher of England, and when the Lancastrians retook the
country, he found himself unable to escape their retribution. He was executed on Tower Hill on 18 October 1470.
9
Nibley Green was the scene of the last private battle in England
On 20 March 1470, two private armies took to the field on Nibley Green at North Nibley in Gloucestershire. One army was led by Thomas Talbot,
Viscount Lisle, and the other by William, Lord Berkeley. They had been involved in a long-running dispute over an inheritance that had been stalled in
the courts without a resolution for either side.
As King Edward IV’s grip on power slipped in the face of rebellion by his cousin, the Earl of Warwick, men of power began to exploit the vacuum of
royal authority created by the trouble at the top. Lord Berkeley won the small battle. Lord Lisle was killed and his adversary paid for building work to
the church where many of the casualties were buried.
The battle of Nibley Green was the last battle between private armies in English history, but was a symptom of the coming storm. Sieges at Caister
Castle and Hornby Castle were further evidence of the breakdown of law and order.
10
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Details of the War of the Roses
A loyal duke rose from the ‘dead’
Henry Holland, Duke of Exeter was a perfect example of the problems created by the Wars of the Roses. The Holland family had close ties to the
Lancastrian royal line. Henry was a great-grandson of John of Gaunt but had married Anne, the eldest surviving child of Richard, Duke of York and
his wife, Cecily.
Henry remained loyal to the Lancastrian cause, fighting against his father-in-law and brothers-in-law. At the battle of Barnet on 14 April 1471,
Easter Sunday, Holland supported the Earl of Warwick’s attempts to prevent the return of King Edward IV – who Warwick had helped to
overthrow the previous year – and to preserve the throne of the newly reinstalled Lancastrian Henry VI.
The battle of Barnet, 1471 – the death of Richard Neville, 16th earl of Warwick. (Photo by Culture Club/Getty Images)
Early in the fighting, at around 7am, Henry Holland was cut down. At the end of the battle he was stripped of anything of value, as the victorious
forces looted the bodies littering the field. At around 4pm, as the battlefield was being cleared, Henry Holland was discovered clinging on to life.
His wounds were treated and once he was well enough he took sanctuary in Westminster Abbey.
In 1475 Henry volunteered to serve during Edward IV’s invasion of France. On the return journey he drowned in the Channel amid a storm of
rumours that Edward had ordered him to be pushed overboard to rid himself of another with Lancastrian blood.
11
The archbishop of York was tricked out of his treasure
George Neville, Archbishop of York was a brother of Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick (the ‘kingmaker’).
After Edward IV’s triumph at the battle of Barnet (April 1471) – when he won back the throne, killing the ‘kingmaker’ in the process – George hid
his vast wealth. He was, after all, uncertain of his future – even though he personally handed London and King Henry VI to the returning king.
In spite of his brother’s role in the expulsion of the Yorkist king, George seemed to continue in favour on Edward’s return. In 1472, George was
with the king at Windsor enjoying the hunting when Edward announced that he would honour the archbishop with a visit to his manor at Moore.
The excited George hurried to Moore and began recalling all of his hidden plate and finery to prepare to welcome the king, even borrowing large
sums of money.
The day before Edward’s visit, a messenger delivered a summons to George to attend the king at Windsor. As soon as he arrived, George was
arrested for treason. His property was seized by the king, his mitre broken and the jewels from it used to make Edward a new crown. Men were
sent to Moore to recover all of the archbishop’s conveniently gathered goods.
Imprisoned at Hammes near Calais, George was later released but died in 1476 in poverty and disgrace.
12
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Details of the War of the Roses
A pirate earl created a king
In September 1473, John de Vere, Earl of Oxford captured St Michael’s Mount off the south coast of Cornwall. King Edward
IV sent Sir Henry Bodrugan to lay siege to the tidal island fortress. Eventually, word reached Edward that each day at low
tide Bodrugan was allowing the earl to leave the fortress and then return unmolested. When Oxford complained that his
provisions were running low, Bodrugan had fresh supplies brought to the earl.
The king was furious and sent a squire of the body (a close personal servant of the king), John Fortescu, to replace
Bodrugan. Finally, on 15 February 1474, after several engagements and after promises of pardons had lured some of
Oxford’s men away, St Michael’s Mount was relinquished. Upon entering the castle, Fortescu found enough supplies to last
for many more months.
Oxford was imprisoned at Hammes Castle until his escape during the reign of Richard III, when he joined the exiled Henry
Tudor. He would go on to lead Tudor’s army at the battles of Bosworth in 1485 and Stoke Field in 1487 to create and defend
the Tudor monarchy.
NEW – Subscribe to BBC World Histories today!
Promoted by HistoryExtra
A soldier, an earl, a pirate, a prisoner, a general and a favourite of the early Tudor regime, John de Vere’s career was a
perfect example of the changing fortunes of the Wars of the Roses.
Matthew Lewis is the author of The Wars of The Roses: The Key Players in the Struggle for Supremacy (Amberley
Publishing, 2015). To find out more, click here.
This article was first published by History Extra in 2015
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Tributes for
Nameofthelord777
Ministry

OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Tribute to those
Giants that came
before us
especially those
that paid the
ultimate price.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
American Last Days Hero
Died because he dared tell us the truth.
1. Bilderberg Group is waging a Silent war on
American People (worlds People)
2. JFK was killed as he was not a Team
Rothschild Player
3. Rothschild is going to start a war to end all
wars to eliminate 6.5 Billion people.
4. Rothschild had Mr. Cooper Killed Nov. 5,
2001 after he had predicted 911 and
tried to warn you.
5. As he often does like they Named the
captain of the Enterprise in Star Wars after
the scientist that floated in a balloon and
took pictures showing it is a Flat Earth after
Him Captain Piccard.
6. Read his Book “Pale Horse” tell all…

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Exposes the Bilderberg Group and Rothschild their
leader sheding light on their Dark Plans for the world!!!

What Bill William Cooper Did for Un Published but TRUE agenda of
God and America and he paid the
the Bilderberg Group.
CONSEQUENTLY, in the interest of future
ultimate price.
The Birth of the silent war as he likes world order, peace, and tranquility, it was
decided to privately wage a quiet war
to call it was started prior to the
against the American public with an
killing of JFK but the outline of their
ultimate objective of permanently
Goals to create a New world Order shifting the natural and social energy
were published by this Courageous
(wealth) of the undisciplined and
man who came in contact with a irresponsible many into the hands of the
document from the Bilderberger self-disciplined, responsible, and worthy
meeting left in a Copy Machine few.(this is an excerpt from the document
in the copy machine.)
bought at an auction.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Is Being Honored by having his name placed on the
largest non Bank Mortgage servicer in America. August 2017
1. Now in an Odd stroke of Fate Mr. Cooper will be in a Mocking way will be honored by his Dreaded enemy.
Mr. Rothschild by rebranding his Nationstar Mortgage which will become Mr. Cooper in August to
Coincide with the final step in the Destruction of America the False Flag Killing of Donald Trump and the
Appointing of Obama as supreme Leader. (Antichrist must be Gay and Trump is only there to give you
time to decide to stand for Jesus before Aug. 21, 2017 Solar Eclipse. (Last was June 6, 1918 99 years, 2
months, 3 days 23= death and Punishment)
2. Symbolically here in the Story of Esther Mr. Cooper is played by Mordacai Esther2:21 ¶ In those days,
while Mordecai (Mr. Cooper) sat in the king’s gate, two of the king’s chamberlains, Bigthan and Teresh
(Obama Pope Francis, Trump )22 And the thing was known to Mordecai, who told it unto Esther the
queen; and Esther certified the king thereof in Mordecai’s name. 23 And when inquisition was made of
the matter, it was found out; therefore they were both hanged on a tree: and it was written in the book
of the chronicles before the king.
3. What will Happen to Rothschild is here. Esther 6:10 Then the king said to Haman (Rothschild), Make
haste, and take the apparel and the horse, as thou hast said, and do even so to Mordecai the Jew, that
sitteth at the king’s gate: let nothing fail of all that thou hast spoken. 11 Then took Haman the apparel
and the horse, and arrayed Mordecai, and brought him on horseback through the street of the city, and
proclaimed before him, Thus shall it be done unto the man whom the king delighteth to honour.
(Rothschild is now honoring Mr. Cooper with the naming of Nationstar as Mr. Cooper how Poetic Justice

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero
Mr. Rothschild you deserve no ones Respect and Hell will be so extra hot for you. Your Bank of
America is Riddled with the truth of your secret knowledge of the Giza Pyramid ie 1-800-4321000(432 fractal of the size of the Flat Earth and 1000 is the millennium you will be in Hell for. Your
corporate office modeled after the burning Bush I know in some perverted Demonic lie you believe
you are doing God s bidding creating the environment for destruction of 6.5 billion people. You
probably in a more absurd way think that the parable of the talents and the fact that you have more
money and wealth than any other person in the world is going to get you a “Well Done Good and
Faithful Servant.”Matt. 25:23 The parable is about what you have done for the one who gave you the
money ie God. You have done all this for yourself and Lucifer and he will say Get out I never knew
you. Matt. 7:23 I have news for your perverted demonic mind. When you choose to worship
mammon and not live by golden rule and worship Lucifer and not Jesus. You chose the Path of
Destruction and you will get a chance to Repent as we all will but you PRIDE is you enemy and your
drinking of Babies Blood in rituals has allowed so much demonic impact. God will not Reward you for
leading in Child Trafficking and surrounding yourself with pedophiles Sexual perverts like Obama and
Michael his transvestite partner. You must see that you think you are leading to the end on you own
thinking but who do you think put those thoughts into your mind. Proverbs 16:4

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s Nation
star Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Number 432 KING
HONORS FAITHFUL
SERVANT Remember
Rothschild Honors
Lucifer but our King
is not of this
world!!!
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (A Type of Mordacai)

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the The Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s
Nationstar Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Killed in
November,2001
after his predicted
911 took place ,
Author of the Pale
Horse.
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (Type of Mordacai)

Thanks to Jonathan Cahn and his amazing true
Revelations connecting the Dots from History to
the Last days being Scripted by God!!!
Jonathan is a Messianic Jew speaking
revelations of the Last Days in his two
books the Harbinger (warning to
America). Then Paradigm is a showing
of amazing revelations showing Gods
scripting of the Last Days!!!

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to David Flynn’s wisdome on Temple Mount distance to
Anywhere in the World Revealing Histories Major Dates. His Connection
between time and space with the
Temple Mount in JerUSAlem
is revolutionary in honoring the unexplainable God.

Distances from Temple Mount (God’s Home on Earth) in
Jerusalem to Giza Pyramid, London, Ankara Turkey, Mecca,
Roswell New Mexico, Sea of Galilee, Sidon Syria, Mt. Hermon,
Bethlehem.(Thanks in Part to David Flynn for pointing to this
Correlation between distance and time)

Thanks to two Woman that ought to know

the truth as they joined in Christ’s suffering!!!

Thanks to Nikola Tesla’s wisdome from
God that revealed His Great Power.

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and it
lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden/Ophir,
Eden, Location of the Ark being Built etc

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and
it lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden,
Eden, Location of Ark etc

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to
lead people to The God Culture and her EXCELLENT
DECODING of Movies and Flat Earth Insight
Hunger
Games

Serial
Avatar
Killers

King Author

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to lead
people to The God Culture and her EXCELLENT
DECODING of Movies and Flat Earth Insight. Flat Earth
Decoded #7=taught us Bush is a Moor(Blue Blood=Bad)

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to
lead people to The God Culture and her Truth of
The Flat Earth has inspired us so much!!!

Thanks to Leeland Jones bravery to Spread
the Truth of Enoch’s Prophecies to the
world.

Thanks to Leeland wisdome on the
Sun Clad Woman
Connect the Dots with all the Heavenly signs and Leeland has three woman that could
play the role of the Sun Clad Woman.ie Esther. He has great insight into the Aug. 21,
2017 Great American Solar ECLIPSE. Things like Enoch’s Calendar and converting spoons
to people Revelations only could be in the last days. Story of Esther's application to the
Last Days has been very insightful and revealing.

Thanks to Pastor Ben Heath’s wisdome
on Eclipses (Christian Overcomer)

Thanks to Pastor Ben Heath’s wisdome
on Eclipses (Christian Overcomer)

Thanks to Bethel International Church
Ministries of “Pure King James Bible
Search”

Thanks to Bethel International Church
Ministries of “Pure King James Bible Search”
and Mark Lane and Biblenumbersforlife.com
The Number of
times that the
word occurred
in the King
James Pure
Bible Search

Faith= 247

Ham /Shem=17

Japheth= 11

Here is the Biblenumbersforlife.com analysis derived from Gematria for the
Biblical Numerology Meaning of the Word. Examples of Correlations
between Bible Occurrences and their Gematria Meaning are endless here
are just three examples how you can know better the interpretation of the
Bible.

247

17

11

TREATY
WITH FALSE
MESSIAH

VICTORY

MYSTERY
: Darkness

13

[7]

[5]

19

FAITH

EXPLAINATIO
N

WE MUST HAVE
FAITH IN THE
LAST DAYS

[THE END: Time,
Sword]

SEE THE God
Culture Gold
Series and you
will see that
Ham and shem
are accounted
for

[WEAKNESS:
Child, Hand]

Japheth ie Europe
and America are
tied to Mystery
and darkness

Thanks to Bill Gothard’s wisdome on
the Basic Life Principles

Thanks to Bill Gothard’s wisdome on the Basic Life
Principles. This lead me to a Man in Fort Worth Texas
that explained the Steps Present in Most Spiritual
warfare Battles

Spiritual Warfare Path against any of God’s enemies!!!
1. Worship
2. Obedience
3. Satan will attack you
4. Remember past victories
5. Use a familiar technique
6. Call on the Name of the Lord
7. God will use the enemies weapons on those very
enemies.
8. Restoration

There will not be a third Temple (IF they build one it will be an obamanation. If you struggle with
spiritual things use this 8 step spiritual warfare procedure. It has Really Blessed me in my life. If you

Thanks to Mark Biltz wisdome on the
Tetrad and End Times Events

Thanks to Pastor Mark Biltz’s wisdome
on Blood Moons & Jewish Holidays

Thanks to Dr. David Jay Jordan and his
wonderful Insight into so many Giza
Pyramid Subjects.
Therefore you no longer have to think there is any other
God besides Jesus. He is the ultimate, beside Him there
is No God.

Do contact us at
Davidjayjordan@yahoo.com
or
Goddesstrixie@hotmail.com
Hoping to hear from you !
And see you at His 2nd Coming !

Dr. David Jay Jordan has helped to show us many
Insights/Interpretations from the Giza Pyramid. Some are our
extrapolations from his work and lead us to the Year of Jesus
returning in 2019 his Millennial Reign in. Our extra insight come
from Dr. Jordan's insightful analysis of New Jerusalem when you
convert the furlongs to feet and analyze the Perimeter of the New
Jerusalem Pyramid versus the size of Gods Flat Earth of 15840 Miles
and Diameter and take that Circumference. These two amazing
Numbers divided =528 in Gematria Lead you to the 137 degree
movement in the North pole from the Alaska North Pole59 degrees
latitude and 137 degrees Longitude (Al to its present Location at 90
degrees latitude and 0 Longitude. This also shows us all the 6 stages
of the Processional since the Earth began culminating soon in 2022.
In Addition he has the when you divide these two amazing
numbers you get the multiply of the Giza Pyramid to the Flat Earth
Northern Hemisphere Ratio of 8.23. Of course more important he
has done excellent work on the 6000 Pyramid Inches to show the
connection to Jesus return and we have Detailed that out with
Further Revelations to exactly 6111 or 10 times the slope of the
Giza Pyramid= Return. He showed us Gods Miraculous Use of Phi
the Fibonacci Sequence to design our Body and we have expanded
that to our Flat earth proving its divine design. Not to be USURPED
by the Masons and Demons. Remember sin is a slippery Slope you
start out slow and increase the more you do….

Thanks to Dr. David Jay Jordan and his
wonderful Insight into so many Giza
Pyramid Subjects.

John 1:1 "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God.
The same was in the beginning with God. All
things were made by him; and without him
was not any thing
made that was made. John 1:14 And the
Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,
(and we beheld his glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of Father,)
full of grace and truth

Thanks to Pastor Mark Biltz’s wisdome on
Blood Moons & Jewish Holidays 266 Graph
showing the issues of the Last days

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for
Life(Biblenumbersforlife.com)

Number 577 =5777=2017 SECOND COMING OF CHRIST
Number 578 =5778=2018 REBORN PEOPLE REIGN
Number 579 =5779=2019 CITY OF THE LORD PURIFIED
Number 580 =5780=2020 CONDEMNED PRISONERS SET FREE
Number 581 =5781=2021 =5781=2021 ALL SIN FORGIVEN
THEME 46 – RESTORED LIFE (RENEWAL OF ALL THINGS)
Number 582 =5782=2022 EARTH IS A PARADISE

Thanks to Cracker WV He Helped use Understand the Difference between
the Lord of Hosts the Maker of Gen. 2 and our Lord the Creator Gen.
1(Mystery explained in the 1611 King James Bible 611 is the slant of the
Giza Pyramid and 6= Man and Flesh and 11= Mystery and darkness
Note Gods design is perfect the Eyes are
shaped like the Firmament of Heaven!!!
Giving Wisdome to all that care to Look.
Better to look through Gods two created
eyes then the One All seeing eye made up
by the Lord of Hosts

Cracker Wv has helped to show us many
Insights/Interpretations in the Bible of the King James
printed in 1611 AD concerning the Lord of Hosts. At the
Same time it was this analysis that made me realize the
connection of 1611 to Jesus Return. Remember the
Richest Man on the Earth Rothschild some 500 Trillion
Dollars is Referred to as Lord Rothschild ie the earthly king.
The Parliament in England is referred to as the House of
Lords and Commons ie Rulers and Slaves. Along with
Rosette Dela Croix they are helping to see the Deception
right in our own Bibles. The God of Cain is the Lord of Hosts
and he keeps his Blood Line alive even with a Mark and he
threatens to destroy anyone who hurts him. Cain was the
blood line that allowed Heavenly wisdome to build
Megaliths with Giants Offspring of the Nephilim. Cracker
some day I hpe to show your your connection and
discovery of megalithic stuctur3es in West Virginia Matches
the megalithic Pattern established from Teotihuacan(Sun
Pyramid of Mexico to the Sun Pyramid of the Grand
canyon) and This is the Same Lord that had to do Surgery
to Create man ie Trans human Genetic Modifications where
as Our Lord of Gen. 1 had created so many Happy People
living in a Utopia in the image of God.( The Lord of Hosts

Thanks to Cracker WV He Helped use Understand the Difference between
the Lord of Hosts the Maker of Gen. 2 and our Lord the Creator Gen.
1(Mystery explained in the 1611 King James Bible 611 is the slant of the
Giza Pyramid and 6= Man and Flesh and 11= Mystery and darkness

Orange Pyramid has the base corners of Teotihuacan in
Mexico and on the West and Giza Pyramid on the east
with a mystery point it Pinnacle. Noting that its Base
Line passes through West Virginia intersecting the Zip
Code of 25920 . Remember a man named Mr. Moon
invented the zip code system. Mr. Moon is an perfect
anagram of Mormon. Mormans centered in Utah
where they are close to the Badlands and Satan's
return. (Iglesias Ni Cristo a Mason Church from
Philippines has bought land in the Badlands also… g0
figure…)

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the 10 Heavens of Enoch!

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the Flat Earth Numbers
Mystery of the Last Days Dan. 9:2427 Numbers in the FEU Pyramid
Measurements!

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the Flat Earth Numbers

Thanks to Rob Skiba and his Truth
about Flat Earth and Giants and UFO’s

Rob Skiba Seedtheseries.com

Thanks to Rob Skiba and his Truth
about Flat Earth and Giants and UFO’s

Thanks to Jim Brown’s wisdome on the
153 Fishes and Jesus=Way=Narrow=
Tribulation (Grace & Truth Ministries)

Thanks to Jim Brown’s wisdome on the 153 Fishes
*pi=480.6637’ the exact hiehgt of the Giza Pyramid
and look at the Flat Earth Numbers

Mystery of the Last Days Dan. 9:2427 Numbers in the FEU Pyramid
Measurements!

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome
on the Giza Pyramid Universal Design

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome on the
Giza Pyramid Universal Design=God’s Total
Flat Earth Design!!! Halelujah
Mystery of the 33 Mile Diameter Sun and its size compared to the Flat Earth vs the lies of the Globe Earth Plan.

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome on the Giza
Pyramid Universal Design=God’s Total Flat
Earth Design!!! Halelujah

Thanks to Carl Munck/Graham Hancock’s
wisdome on Pyramid’s & Megalith’s
Code’s

Carl Munck’s wisdome lead to The Flat
Earth With Giza Meridian and Yakutat
Alaska North Pole prior to Pelegs day!!!
Mystery of Alaska North Pole the Pole prior to the
Flood and Dividing of the Worlds Land Mass

Karl Muncks wisdome lead to The Flat
Earth With Giza Meridian Predictive
Locations of Megaliths all over the World

Thanks to the people who believe the Earth
is Flat and are never discouraged to spread
this truth despite being ridiculed.

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who
Inspire Us as We Get Closer to God and
Jesus Second Coming!

Thanks to Enoch telling us that the Sun and
the Moon are the same size we were able to
decode the Great American Eclipse!!!

Thank you to My Mother for her support and the purchase of my
King James Bible copyright 1988 by Liberty University. My Father
and Brother were stricken with Mental Illness and truly suffered.
Jesus promises blessing as we share in his suffering!!!

Thank you to My Mother for her support and the purchase of my
King James Bible copyright 1988 by Liberty University. Thank God
for the wisdome that kept this sinner on the Right path to see his
Father and Brother in Heaven one day!!!

3rd page from end of Bible references
2017

2nd page from end of Bible references
2018

Last page of the Bible references 2019. We Pray this is the final Blood Moon before the Millennium
starts sometime soon after Jan. 21,2019!!!

Thank you to all those Giants that came before us that
Laid the Foundation for the Discovery of the Flat Earth
Design Boss!!!

See the Solomon Gold Studies from “The God Culture”
then you will be ready understand the
Nameofthelord777 Wisdome Series on the Flat Earth!!!

Nameofthelord777 Wisdome Series on the
Flat Earth (Acts. 2:17)
(FlatearthisGodsfootstool.com)
Phase I Foundational Samuel Laboy Giza Pyramid Parts 1-6
Phase II Comprehensive Flat Earth Study Developed from the
wisdome Revealed in Phase I Study to the Author
Phase III Summary of Flat Earth Graphics of a Godly
Perspective Exposing the Flat Earth Model as
developed by the Author
Phase IV Lies Lies More Lies don’t let the lies of the Globe
take you to Hell.

